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This game plays on the classic style of connection games. In Toy Story Drop! You go on many adventures with the original cast as you test your skills on each level. You'll be adventured around the world by one of Disney's best Pixar movie franchises, Toy Story, and unlock crazy bonuses while doing so. This title offers hours of fun after you've watched the
original set of movies. This game match three or more is simple and easy to play, but as you complete the levels you will soon find hints of the wonderful adventure you will be going on, driven by the cast of movies. The whole premise revolves around the Toy Story universe. This world that you get to explore is massive and includes many iconic places like
Andy Bedroom, Pizza Planet, and many more. As you progress through the story game, you will visit more and more places. If the places are not enough, then you will be pleased to see a lot of characters appearing and leaving, as well as the general theme of the game itself. It works well and creates a great feeling of immersion. However, gameplay can feel
stale quite quickly, given that it is nothing more than a simple game of match 3. However, you can collect playing pieces to unlock fun scenes to watch, allowing you one more goal to achieve. You can also discover many Easter eggs placed throughout the game. It's always easier if you have one of the many color enhancements available. These will quickly
clear the board. He feels a little hesitant, though, and can shift the game's balance, posing as a very small challenge at times. Where can you run this program? Toy Story Drop! is available for IOS 9.0 or later and Android 5.0 and later. Is there a better alternative? No. If you are a big fan of Toy Story, then there is nothing better. However, if you like a wide
range of Disney movies, then Disney Emoji Blitz is probably your style. Toy Story Drop! is a great casual game that takes up your free time and lets you smile after each level. It has a fun visual and is addictive, so be careful. Should you download it? Yes. If you want to dive in with characters from Toy Story, this is one of the best options available. Chrome:
Google's web version of the Play Store is useful, but after all these years, several features are still missing. The Google Play Store toolbar helps solve many minor issues to make it easier to use apps. Toolbox, created on the Android Police website, offers tons of handy improvements. Most notably, in addition to the Install button, you will also see a button for
APK Mirror. This site (which is also owned by Android Police) hosts APKs for apps that may not be uploaded yet. This is especially useful if you're sideloading an app that hasn't hit everyone yet. You'll also see buttons for AppBrain (an alternative way to explore the Play Store) and Android police coverage for applications, if any. The extension will also show
you if a beta version of the app is available. Many companies run beta programs for their apps to try out new features before they get to all of them, but you have to find them yourself. This extension will now show you a handy link where you can sign up for the beta and instantly download the version with the most bleeding edge. Best of all, you can turn off
any toolbar feature individually. So, if you don't know or care what AppBrain is, you can disable this button in the extension options. For now the extension is quite bare bones, but a few features it has are quite useful. Google Play Store Toolbar | Chrome Web Store via Android Shelf Note: To enable lunge for Google Now gesture and stop the launcher
crashes when choosing a new wallpaper, you need to flash the zip file linked below via TWRP. Installing APK works, but it crashes when you run picker wallpaper and you can't swipe right for Google Now. You can install the wallpaper selection separately to stop the problem with the closure of the force. That didn't take long. The new Google Nexus launcher
APK is now available for download. I installed it and it's a real solution, complete with a new app drawer and Google 'button' for quick search and access to Google Now.When you long press the home screen there's a menu setting that includes the option to show google app when you swipe left, as well as options for rotating the screen and adding or
subtracting app suggestions at the top of the app drawer. Click G to open the Quick Search bar and swipe from the left edge to open Google Now.APK: easy methodInstal install apk above. Simply enable unknown sources in your security settings, install nexus Launcher APK (or mirror), hit home and choose Nexus Launcher. You get all the features of Nexus
Launcher except swiping right for Google Now won't work (it's because the launcher needs to be installed as a system application for it to work). You can still access Google Now by clicking the G button once to open the search and then 'G' to start Google Now again. Update: While initially trying to open picker wallpapers would force you to close the
launcher, you can now install Wallpaper Picker APK to fix nexus launcher force close error. ZIP: a better method If you want nexus launcher to work as it has though, you will need to flash nexus launcher zip file via TWRP. This will not only allow you to swipe for Google Now, but also stops the wallpaper collector from the power of closing the launcher. This is
obviously a better method, but if you really don't want to install an app outside of Google Play, you can always use the Nova Launcher approach that we shared earlier for a very similar experience. Be sure to grab 2016 Nexus wallpapers too. The set comes courtesy of Nate Benis on do you like the new Nexus Launcher? Better or worse than the current
approach? Instagram Stories started out as a knock-off of very similar Snapchat features, but it has grown to be incredibly popular with over 500 million daily active user stories worldwide. Stories offer a temporary, more casual way to share content with your friends and followers who don't live permanently in your main Instagram feed. Stories can be shared
either with all your followers or with a few selected through the possibility of close friends. Since Instagram owns Facebook, you can share your Instagram story directly with your Story on Facebook and reach your friends on both platforms. Images and videos posted in your story remain visible for up to 24 hours; then disappear forever - but you can access
them from your private archive and even choose to view selected stories permanently as highlights on your profile page. You can also save stories to your phone's photo library, either by saving each picture or video by saving it, or by downloading the entire story as a single video. This is useful if you want to share content with another social media platform
like Twitter. However, if you want to save someone else's story, it's a little more complicated. For still images, the easiest way to save a story is simply to take a screenshot. We have tutorials for taking screenshots on iOS and Android, but the key with Instagram Stories is to first keep your finger or thumb on the screen – this stops the story from progressing
and removes ui elements so you can get a clean capture. However, screenshots don't really work for video stories; To save other people's videos, you need a third-party app. In iOS Go to the App Store and download Repost Story for Instagram. The app is fairly straightforward, just give it access to the photo library and then search for an Instagram
username. The app also allows you to follow stories anonymously so your love will never know you're watching. The Story Author tool can also help you recreate old photos or videos with a new date. On Android The Android app we used is called Story Saver, which is available for free in the Google Play Store. As with Repost Story on iOS, you'll need to
sign in to your Instagram account to get started. The main page shows all posts your followers have posted, but you can also search for other people in the search bar. Select the photo or video you want, and tap Save. The photos appear in the Story Saver folder when you're looking at photos. No matter how you save a story, it's best to make sure you do so
with the permission of the person who posted it. This is especially important if you share content in your own or source. On the desktop If you prefer to save stories to your computer, computer, there are several ways to do this. Perhaps the easiest way is to use StoryDownloader, a website dedicated to the task, as its name clearly suggests. You can also try
Story Saver, StoriesIG and Weynstag. With these types of site downloaders, just enter your username and it will bring to the grid this user's current stories. Click Download to save it to your computer. Editors' recommendations on game files , how can I put them all together as .dvd or .iso burn to DVD and be able to play on my Xbox? TechRadar is supported
by its audience. When you shop through links on our site, we may receive an affiliate commission. Learn more About The best free tools, apps, and games. TechRadar newsletter Sign up to get the latest news, reviews, opinions, analysis and more, plus the hottest tech deals! Thank you for registering at TechRadar. You will soon receive a verification email.
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